To evaluate prospectively the role of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) density in predicting Gleason score upgrading in prostate cancer patients eligible for active surveillance (T1/T2, biopsy Gleason score≤6, PSA≤10 ng/mL, and ≤2 positive biopsy cores). Materials and Methods: Between January 2010 and November 2013, among patients who underwent greater than 10-core transrectal ultrasound-guided biopsy, 60 patients eligible for active surveillance underwent radical prostatectomy. By use of the modified Gleason criteria, the tumor grade of the surgical specimens was examined and compared with the biopsy results. Results: Tumor upgrading occurred in 24 patients (40.0%). Extracapsular disease and positive surgical margins were found in 6 patients (10.0%) and 8 patients (17.30%), respectively. A statistically significant correlation between PSA density and postoperative upgrading was found (p=0.030); this was in contrast with the other studied parameters, which failed to reach significance, including PSA, prostate volume, number of biopsy cores, and number of positive cores. Tumor upgrading was also highly associated with extracapsular cancer extension (p=0.000). The estimated optimal cutoff value of PSA density was 0.13 ng/mL 2 , obtained by receiver operating characteristic analysis (area under the curve=0.66; p=0.020; 95% confidence interval, 0.53-0.78). Conclusions: PSA density is a strong predictor of Gleason score upgrading after radical prostatectomy in patients eligible for active surveillance. Because tumor upgrading increases the potential for postoperative pathological adverse findings and prognosis, PSA density should be considered when treating and consulting patients eligible for active surveillance.
INTRODUCTION
In the era of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) screening, more and more patients are diagnosed with insignificant Pathological upgrading in prostate cancer patients eligible for active surveillance: Does prostate-specific antigen density matter?
PSA density in pathological upgrading criteria for defining patients who are suitable to enter AS protocols are mainly based on PSA, clinical stage, and tumor grade. However, many studies have shown that the tumor grade obtained by prostate biopsy does not always correlate with the final pathological grade of the surgical specimen resected in a radical prostatectomy [2, 3] . In many cases, prostate cancer grade is primarily underestimated during the examination of biopsy cores. Gleason score (GS) upgrading of up to 57% of cases has been reported in some studies [4] [5] [6] . The incorrect assessment of tumor grade may lead to inappropriate estimation of cancer aggressiveness, resulting in under-treatment of these patients.
Thus, a critical factor for the success of AS is the use of appropriate entry criteria. Although a number of prognostic models have been developed to help to identify men who are appropriate candidates for AS, it remains controversial whether to adopt PSA density as an appropriate entry criterion. Accordingly, we conducted a prospective data analysis in patients with low-grade prostate cancer and evaluated the potential of several clinical and pathological variables to predict upgrading of the cancer.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
After we obtained approval from the Ethics Committee at Institutional Review Board of Daegu Catholic University Hospital, we conducted a prospective analysis of 60 patients with low-risk prostate cancer who were recruited from 4 university hospitals (GS≤6, PSA<10 ng/mL, T1/T2, ≤2 positive biopsy cores). All patients underwent a retropubic or laparoscopic radical prostatectomy between January 2010 and December 2013. All clinical, imaging, laboratory, and pathological data were collected and recorded prospectively and were analyzed retrospectively. We excluded patients who had received any preoperative therapy for prostate cancer (hormone therapy, radiation therapy) and patients who underwent less than 10-core transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)-guided biopsy. Biopsy cores were examined by different university-based pathologists and all radical prostatectomy samples were examined according to the standard protocol of the pathology department at each university hospital.
We analyzed age, body mass index (BMI), preoperative PSA value, PSA density, number of cores, and number of positive cores in biopsy material. We analyzed the association of these factors with upgrading of cancer in the radical prostatectomy specimen. Any increase in GS between core biopsy and radical prostatectomy specimen was considered an upgrade of cancer. Preoperative PSA was measured before the digital rectal exam, TRUS, or core biopsy.
During TRUS, prostate volume was calculated according to information on the maximum transverse diameter (D1), the maximum antero-posterior diameter (D2), and the maximum longitudinal diameter (D3) and by using the formula based on the prostate ellipse dimension theory: D1×D2×D3×π/6. PSA density was calculated by dividing the preoperative PSA value and prostate volume. A histological report concerning tumor grade of the surgical specimen and pathological stage was obtained. The 2009 TNM classification for prostate cancer was used to classif y the pathological stage. We estimated tumor grade by use of the contemporary criteria of the 2005 international society of urological pathology modified Gleason system [7] .
Statistical analysis was performed by using PASW Statistics ver. 18.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Descriptive statistics are presented as the mean±standard deviation for continuous variables. The normality condition of the numerical variables was studied by means of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. PSA was the only variable with a normal distribution; consequently, Student t-test was used to compare means. To analyze other variables, the MannWhitney U test was used, and the chi-square test was used for categorical variables. Univariate and multivariate analysis was performed to identify significant predictive variables. The optimal cutoff values and sensitivity and specificity for quantitative variables that were found to be signif icant predictors were estimated by using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis. Positive predictive value (true positive/[true positive+false positive]) and negative predictive value (true negative/[true negative+false negative]) were also estimated. All tests were described with p<0.05 as statistically significant.
RESULTS
In total, 60 patients met our inclusion criteria within the study period and were entered into the analysis. The median patient age was 63 years, the median preoperative PSA value was 6.26 ng/mL, and the median PSA density was 0. 15 ng/mL². As we previously described, every patient underwent TRUS biopsy with more than 10 cores; 58 patients (96.7%) underwent 12-core biopsy. On the basis of the pathological results from the radical prostatectomy, 2 patients (3.3%) were diagnosed with GS 5 prostate cancer, 40 patients (57. 1%) had GS 6 cancer, 27 patients (38.6%) had GS 7 cancer, and 1 patient (1.4%) had GS 8. Clinical stage on the basis of the digital rectal examination and TRUS findings was categorized as follows: 61 patients (86.7%) with T1c disease and 9 patients (13.3%) with T2a prostate cancer, respectively. Following radical prostatectomy, a tumor upgrade was noticed in 28 patients (40.0%). Extracapsular extensions were noted in 6 patients (10.0%) and positive surgical margins in 8 patients (17.3%). No lymph node invasion was found. The demographic, clinical, and pathologic data regarding the presence of pathological tumor upgrading are described in Table 1 .
We statistically analyzed the significance of various variables with GS upgrading. A statistically significant correlation between preoperative PSA density and postoperative GS upgrading was noted (p=0.030). No statistical correlation with postoperative GS upgrading was found for age, BMI, preoperative PSA level, prostate volume, number of biopsy cores, number of positive biopsy cores, the institute where the biopsy was done, or the operation method. In the analysis of pathological outcomes after radical prostatectomy, tumor upgrading was highly associated with extracapsular cancer extension (p=0.000). In the multivariate analysis, PSA density was the only statistically significant variable to predict GS upgrading (p=0.030) ( Table 2 ). The estimated optimal cutoff value of PSA density was 0. 13 ng/ mL², as obtained by ROC analysis (area under the curve=0.66; Values are presented as median (range) or number (%). PSA, prostate-specific antigen. 
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p=0.020; 95% confidence interval, 0.53-0.78), as shown in Fig  1. The predictive parameters of PSA density are described in Table 3 .
DISCUSSION
It is well established that tumor grade is the most reliable and valuable parameter f or estimating the prognosis of prostate cancer. By being a surrogate for tumor aggressiveness, the tumor grade allows us to stratify patients as either low, intermediate, or high risk. To date, the calculation of Gleason grade has been based on pathological evaluation of the cores obtained by prostate biopsy. For patients who enter an AS treatment program with close monitoring until disease progression and radical therapy, biopsy results, in combination with PSA levels and clinical stage, are the data that guide treatment decisions. Nevertheless, upgrading of the GS between the needle biopsy and the radical prostatectomy is not rare. Upgrading was found in 30% of patients in one recent meta-analysis [8] , and higher rates have also been published [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . This observation has important prognostic meaning because a significant percentage of these cases progress outside the prostate capsule [9] .
The present data, which showed GS upgrading in 40.0% of samples, also revealed 24.0% extracapsular extension. Given that conservative treatment protocols are mainly applied in low-risk patients, these findings are very important. An underestimation of prostate cancer aggressiveness may lead to under-treatment and inappropriate monitoring of biologically aggressive tumors. Thus, it is clear that many patients classified as having clinically localized disease and being at low risk actually have highly malignant cancer with a risk of clinical progression.
Several reports have indicated that the likelihood of GS upgrading will decrease as the number of cores obtained by biopsy increases. King et al. [10] showed that in patients with a biopsy GS of 6, an extended biopsy strategy reduced GS upgrading from 66.7% to 36.8%. Capitanio et al.'s [11] study also showed that GS upgrading decreased from 47.9% to 23.5% by taking more than 18 cores in a cohort of patients with low-risk prostate cancer. In Coogan et al.'s [12] study, increasing the number of cores from 6 to10 significantly improved the accuracy of the biopsy GS.
The question remains as to what the optimal number of biopsy cores should be. The study by Chambo et al. [13] showed that at least 10-core biopsies may be needed in patients with low-risk prostate cancer. Adopting this concept, the present study recruited only patients who underwent biopsies of more than 10 cores. No statistically significant dif f erences were f ound in the present study when comparing 12-core biopsies with 10-core biopsies.
The results in the literature vary in relation to the number of positive cores. Whereas some groups have shown that an increase in positive cores correlates with an upgrading of GS [14] [15] [16] , other studies could not find any association [17, 18] . In the present study, no significant difference was found when comparing one positive core with two positive cores. The association between preoperative PSA level and GS upgrading also varies. Whereas the studies of Mian et al. [18] and King et al. [10] did not show any association, those of Moussa et al. [19] showed that PSA level was a statistically significant predictor of GS upgrading. In the present study, we were not able to show an association between PSA level and GS upgrading.
Several reports have shown that an increase in prostate weight reduces the risk of GS upgrading [19] [20] [21] . An explanation for this finding might be that a small prostate size is a surrogate of low in vivo androgenicity, leading to reselection of aggressive cancers in an androgendepleted hostile environment [21] . However, the results in the literature vary in relation to the weight of the prostate. In the present study, we also observed a lower prostate weight in the GS upgrading group. However, in the multivariate logistic regression analysis, prostate weight was not an independent predictor of GS upgrading. Even though conf licting results regarding the interobserver reproducibility of Gleason scoring in prostate biopsies have been reported [22] [23] [24] , we did not observe a significant difference in GS upgrading between university pathologists in a univariate analysis (Table 2 ). This result could partly be due to the proficiency of the pathologists and also to the number of biopsy cores being more than 10.
Few studies have evaluated the role of PSA density in upgrade prediction. Corcoran et al. [25] examined the predictive characteristics of PSA density in patients with low-and intermediate-risk disease on biopsy and subsequently treated with radical prostatectomy. They found that 58.3% of patients with low-grade disease after prostate biopsy were upgraded to higher scores and that PSA density was a significant predictor (p<0.001) of upgrading in patients with GS 6. Similar results were observed by Kojima et al. [26] and Magheli et al. [27] , with p=0.019 and p=0.037, respectively. Our results add to the above data, revealing a beneficial role of PSA density in prediction of upgrading (p=0.030). A significant association of PSA density with the pathological outcomes following radical prostatectomy was observed. Gleason upgrading was correlated with increased rates of extracapsular disease (Table 2) . We tried to produce a threshold level of PSA density, over which the possibility of Gleason upgrading increased significantly, triggering either a repeat biopsy or definitive therapy. By using the ROC analysis, a cutoff value of 0.13 ng/mL was produced. Even though the sensitivity and negative predictive value were low, an increased specificity and positive predictive value were found (Table 3) . Given the complexity of prostate cancer, it seems to be more reasonable to use PSA density combined with other predictive factors.
Our study had several limitations. First, the sample size was relatively small and might have decreased the strength of the results. Another limitation is that the PSA density calculation was based on the estimation of prostate volume during TRUS made by 4 different operators. Even though a standard calculation protocol was followed, the interobserver differences in the volume measurement may have negatively affected the validity of the results. Last, even though the data collection was made prospectively, the analysis was done retrospectively. However, the strength of our study was that the evaluation of PSA density in low-risk prostate cancer was adjusted solely for patients who underwent biopsies with more than 10 cores. Equal distribution of the number of cores obtained by prostate biopsies might have reduced a statistical bias and increased the value of the results for the estimation of tumor grade.
CONCLUSIONS
With the commonly used criteria for AS, GS upgrading in a radical prostatectomy specimen is a challenging problem. PSA density was an independent predictor of GS upgrading and may be included as a criterion for patients eligible for AS. Further prospective study with larger sample sizes may be needed.
